
Anti-Evangelism Tract For Christians 
 

Dear Christian, 
Thanks for sharing your Christian faith or gospel to me. I want you to let you know that since it is too 
tedious to spend hours debating every point with you, I've listed links to key articles below which address all 
Christian apologist arguments for you to read. You will find the URL's to them below.  
  

 Debunking Christian Circular Arguments and Assumptions 
(www.debunkingskeptics.com/DebunkingChristians/Contents.htm) 
This major treatise presents and debunks virtually every major argument by Christian Evangelists and 
Apologists such as Josh McDowell and C.S. Lewis, point-by-point from every angle, with scholarly 
quotations and citations. It also includes shocking facts about the Bible and its evolution that most 
Christians don't know. 

 

 Summary of Christian Circular Arguments and Assumptions Debunked  
(www.debunkingskeptics.com/DebunkingChristians/Page36.htm) 
A shorter version of the major treatise above which summarizes the standard Christian circular arguments 
and unsupported assumptions, and debunks each one point-by-point, showing them for what they are - an 
attempt to use fiction to support fiction. 

 

 My Summary Response to Two Christian Missionaries 
(www.debunkingskeptics.com/Response_Christian_Missionaries.htm) 
Though well-spoken, passionate and articulate, these two Christian missionaries had their bottom-line 
arguments checkmated from every angle here in this summary outline. It was written and presented to 
them after hours of friendly discussion. They had no response or comeback to it. 

 

 Christianity's Irresolvable Problems, Circular Reasoning and Lack of Foundational Basis 
(www.debunkingskeptics.com/Christian_Problems.htm) 
Simple and matter of fact core problems with Christianity that are irrefutable and unexplainable. Will make 
any Christians dumbfounded and speechless, or defensive and in denial. 

 

 Why Christianity is Tyrannical and Anti-Freedom 
(www.debunkingskeptics.com/DebunkingChristians/Page31.htm) 
Basic logic in this short essay points to the obvious - that nothing in the Bible or Christian doctrine 
supports freedom, free choice, liberty or reason, only total tyranny and fascism. Therefore, true Christians 
must technically be anti-freedom and in favor of total tyranny, which may come as a shock to Christians.   

 

 My Rise to Christianity and Transcendence From It  
(www.debunkingskeptics.com/Christian_Story.htm) 
A touching personal story of a turbulent deconversion from Christian fundamentalism. It is a must read, as 
both Christians and non-Christians have found it touching and inspiring. No one has regretted reading it. 

  
Conclusion 
  
There you have it. Every argument you could present has been listed and addressed in the articles above. 
Though most Christians who receive this will probably not read them, at least glance over them. 
  
Now, when you do, allow me to make a "prophecy" (as the Bible prophets allegedly did). I predict that unless 
you are sitting on the fence, your response will be to divert attention from the arguments of the content above, 
and/or attempt to undermine the author's motives and character. That's what fanatics do when they can't rebut 
the issues, which I've seen time and time again. 
 
I hope this tract does not offend you. But remember that since you attempted to witness and share your faith 
with me, I have the right to do the same in return. Fair is fair. 
   
Thank you for your time and attention. 
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